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FULTON. KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1946.
Water Supply Here

Now Free Of Germs
Pickering Reports

Ky.f arm Bureau Stands
In Fourteenth Place

Farm Expenses May
!Charles E. Adams Elected
Be Higher In 1947 Head Cayce Farm Group
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NUMBER FORTY-SIX
Farmers Optimistic
A:bout 1947; Not So Sure
About Prices In 1948

Farm expenses may be higher
With its largest membership in
Charles E. Adams was elected'
Rotary Club Host to Annual Feast Chlorine Used in Water Twice history, 37, 170, the Kentucky Farm than ever next year, according to president of the Cayce Community
Farmers, for the most part, are
Bureau stands in fourteenth place the annual outlook report of the Farm Bureau at their annual elecA Week To Prevent Pollution
Held at Carr Institute
among the 44 state Farm Bureaus University of Kentucky College of tion and banquet held at Cayce optimistic about prices for most
farm commodities during 1947
but
The water supply for the city of in the nation, says an announce- Agriculture and Home Economics. school Thursday.night, December 5;
-Paul Byrant, head coach of the
are hesitant about predictions for
"In
fact,"
says
the
report,
"when
ment
Samuel
E.
released
Holly,
vice
this
week
president and
by J. E.
University of Kentucky, was the Fulton is now free of pollution
1948, if recent actions taken by six
principal speaker at the -annual according to resent tests by the Stanford, Louisville, executive sec- farm cost items are considered in W. H. Harrison was re-elected secrelation to income, 1947' is likely retary and treasurer. There were commoditity conunittees and the
football banquet held last Friday state department of health, R. C. retary.
to produce the highest relative at least 160 present, and everyone legislative sommittee of the Kenat the Carr Institute safeteria un- Pickering, chairman of the water
This is an increase of 7.807 over
tucky Farm Bureau Federation can
der the auspiues of the Fulton Ro- works committee for the city coun- the preceding year. The total mem- costs since the beginning of World enjoyed the nice supper prepared
be taken as an indication.
War
II.
by
the
Cayce
and
cil,
Rush
points
out. Water samples of bership is scattered through
tary Club. -The occasion was ar
Creek
102
Some of the most importaut
"Farmers
Homemakers.
probably
will
pay
_ranged in -honor of the 1946 edition November 21, 22, -23 and 29 were counties of the state, with only
of the Fulton High football team. said to be free of contamination. counties in the eastern mountain higher farm -wage_ rates in 1947
Mr. G. P. Summers from the points considered by the corrunit.
than in 1946, and betause of in- University of Kentuck37, was the tees included the difficult situation
The city's watre supply has been Section being unorganized.
Billy Mac Bone and Tip Nelms,
Howcreased
'employment of farm . labor principal speaker and spoke on the confronting burley growers on surchlorinated
periodically
tor
several
called the "best pair of ends in the
ever, a number of these are now
plus production and unsatisfactory
the total wage bill will be higher. future outPook for
agriculture,
-state" by Supt. Lawrence Holland, weeks, Mr. Pickering said.
making an effort to organize.
However, production per worker which was very appropriate for marketing sonditions, the wide izarOne-third of the samples of the
were announced as co-captains of
At the annual meeting of the is also likely to increase, making the
local water supply tested during
occasion. Others who were out iance of prices on manufactured
the Bulldog team next year.
the past two years contained germs American Farm Bureau Federation the unit cost for labbr similar to of the community visitors and milk, effective support prices on
Coach Bryant said that he was
and pollution, Dr. Paul Peterson of which opened in San Francisco, Dec. 1946. Costs of operating farm trac- made short, interesting talks were: livestock, state funds to match
proud of the record niade by the
the state department of health re- 9, Kentucky accepted a member- tors, trucks, and automobiles in Chas. E. Wright, president of the Federal funds on agricultural marBulldogs this season, and congratsently stated in a talk befortf
„the ship quota of 40,000 for 1947. This 1947 are expected to be about 15 Fulton County Farm Bureau; Roy keting and production research,
ulated Coaches Goranflo and Caris for the national fiwal year which percent higher than in 1946. Slight Bard,
Fulton Rotary club.
president of the Palestine Government grading services, marte.- upon their efforts to produce an
ended Nov. 30.
increases in the costs for other farm Community, and Mrs. Binford; Jno. keting quality eggs, rural roads
outstanding team.
At the annual meeting of the farm machinery are in prospect B. Watts, county agent; Mrs. Chas. and communication services.
CffY BUSES ARE NOW
The speaker urged Kentucky
Many county recommendations
OPERATING IN FULTON Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, and further price increases for E. Asters., home demonstration ag&boots to go farther in their phyto be held Jan. 8-10 in Louisville, most items of new equipment are ent; J. B. McGehee, county secre- covered these same points. Most
sical education program, and said
Buses of the Fulton Bus Company the various county organizations likely.
tary-treasurer; and Mrs. McGehee. important among others was a rethat the younger boys in junior are now making
will set up their quotas for 1947.
regular rounds
"The average cost for feed' in
The membership report was giv- commendation to change the Fedhigh should be reached. Following Fulton. These buses
have regular The total of these may exceed the 1947 probably wwill stay near the en by Mr. Gehee and the progress eration's convention date so that it
issi talk the coach showed a film routes and
stopping places, and they I total national quota. Although the levels reached in late 1946, but made by the different communities would presede the annual meeting
of the Kentucky-Marquette game. also stop on signal to
pick-up and I fiscal year of the state organiza- costs of high, protein feeds will be also compared, and expressed his of the American Farm Bureau and
Lettermen announced were:
discharge pass
.engers, according to tion does not end until Dec. 31, it higher in 1947. Seed costs are like- usual optimistic views of the final regular Legislature sessions.,
Seniors: Hunter Whitesell, Pal Harry Wayne Shupe,
owner of the I is expected that the difference in ly to continue high because of de- results in obtaining more than the
With the exception of tobacco,
Boaz, Jerre Lowe, Don Samons, bus franchise in
the city of Fulton.' totals between the two periods; mand from devastated countries. total couny quota.
each commodity committee on dairy
Ray Steele, Lloyd Grymes, Jack
will be negligible.
"Costs for fertilizer will show a
The Rev. Clegg of the Cayce cir- livestock, field crops, poultry and
Browder, Dick Meacham Danny SOUTH FULTON CAGERS
Some major changes have been; slight increase, but in spite of this cuit, gave the invocation.
fruits and vegetables, and the
Beard. Billy Murphy, Billy Joe
WALLOP DIXIE TWICE ntade in the procedure of the state , fact fertilizer will remain as one of
legislative .committee during the
Forrest.
annual conyention. Among them is' the heaper sources of feed through
past few days held its final preJuniors: Bone, Nelms, Read HolSouth Fulton Red Devils added starting the general session at 9:30 increasing yields of feed grains, C. A. Binford Re-Elected
convention session, as a part of the
land, Royce Bynum, Billy Joe their third scalp to the museumVP a. m., the first morning, which will
long process of d_afting the Fedhay and pasture. Costs of lumber,
President Crutchfield
Speight, Curtis Craven.
their third scalp to the record by be Wednesday. Jan. 8, instead of at containers, and farm supplies are
eration's annual program. The toSophomores: Leon Mann. Jimmy defeating Dixie 34-21 Itrit Friday 1:00 p. m. in ‘the afternoon. The
Farm Bureau Group
expected to be somewhat higher
bacco corrunittee voted to hold its
Hisclge and Aubrey Glasco.
night. They had already met and resolutons will be presented to the in 1947 than at present.
final session during the ChristFreshmen: Jimmy Ruddle and defeated Obion and Hornbeak.
C. A. Binfoid was re-elected by
voting delegates on the afternoon
mas holidays after the market
"Interest costs probably will levHubert Stone.
acclamation as president of the
The Angels, the scintillating girls of the second day instead of the
had been open for three weeks.
el out or increase but slightly next
Crutchfield Community Farm BuCoach Carter gave a brief re- team. won over Dixie 33-21 to cop last morning.
year. Taxes on property, payable
The recorrunendations of each
reau at their annual election and
sume of the 1946 games... He said their second victory.
Also five of the commodity con- in 1947 probably will be higher becommittee are to be submitted to
banquet
held at the Crutchfield
that the team will lose the starting
ferences will be held the afternoon cause of increased levies in 1946.
school 'On Wednesday ztight, Dee. the resolutions committee, which
backfield next year, and that means
of the first day (Wednesday, Jan. Wide gaps between insured value
meets Nov. 2,5 and 26 in Louisville.
4, Neal Little. izemiltur
another bacldield will have to be
al
8) beginning at 1:30 p. m. and con- and repLicement costs wwjil alma
•
-1 TAis eomnsfetee *ill coesid
R. frflibit built.
MRS. MARY BAUGHMAN
tinuing until 4:30. At 4:30 p. m. prompt many farmers to obtain
Were also '.re-lected by acclama- ommendations from each
Supt. Holland introdixed the
Mrs. Mary Franses Eiaughman, a the tobacco conference will open.
more ,insurance.
Farm Bureau, as well as from each
tion.
football queen, BettY Davis; the native of Fulton, passed away on
commodity committee. From these
Mr. Stanford says he expects the
"The over-all result could easily
The largest attendance according
senior cheer leader, Joan McCol- Nov. at Pheonix. Ariz. Funeral ser- largest crowd in the iiistory of thel
suggestions a prtigra will be draftmean lower net returns to the op- to their membership attended
this ed to be submitted
lum; Miss Mary Royster, FHS fac- vices were held at Edwards Bros.. organization to attend the :January
to the voting
erator and family for their labor meeting of any community,
which delegates
ulty member; Bill Browning, Yew- Colonial Mortuary, Los Angeles, meeting. He warned that reservarepresenting each county
and investment, and the situation averaged better than
80 percent of at the
ell Harrison. Wilson Gantt and Calif., Thursday. Nov. 14 with Dr. tions for those expecting to attend
annual meeting, which is
calls fsir carefual and judicious their old membership
present.
Noble J. Gregory, Congressman of Robt. P. Schuler officiating. Special should be made early.
st for Jan. 8-10 in Louisville.
spending in 1947. Total cash costs
Mr.
tbe First District.
Perry
Sununers
from
furnished
muisc
the
by Edwards Bros.
The Advisory Council of the Allican be lowered by reducing proUniversity of Kentucky, was schedHunter Whitzell, Clyde Williams Colonial Singers. Interment was at TB SEAL DErVE HA-S
sociated Women
duction, but reduced production
has also met.
uled to be the principal speaker
and J. E. Fall Jr. were guests of Inglewood Park cemetery.
NETTED $350 ALREADY usually results in a higher unit but through some misunderstand- During its session the council actMary Frances was the daughter
the Rotarians.
ed a as resolutions committee and
cost and'an even greater reduction
ing, failed to make his appointment.
Claud and Emma West, the father
adyted a four-point program to
Although complete results of the in net income.
However,
there
were
having
others
preceded
who
her in death Oct.
STONE HEADS OBION
be submitted to the Federation's
"Tshe situation appears to call made short talks as follows:
TB Christmas Seal drive will not
4, 1935.
John
COUNTY FARM BUREAU
Associated Women at their annual
while
maintaining
production
better
known
next
week,
for
until
be
B. Watts, county agent; Chas. E.
She leaves her husband; mother.
than $350 has already been sub- bending every effort toward re- Wright, county farm bureau presi- meeting. vehich is to be held Jan.
one brother. Claude A. West.
8 in Louisville.
Cecil Stone, prominent Obion
The
attensitizens.
drive
Special
costs.
local
scribed
unit
by
ducing
dent; Roy Bard, president of PalesShe was a member of the First
Eas.h county Farm Bureau is encounty farmer, was elected as the
is sponsored by the Young Men's tion should be given to paying off tine communiyt; Margaret Adams,
Methodist church of Fulton.
titled to one voting delegate to
new president of the Obion County
contracting
Club.
Business
of
avoidanse
debts,
home
demoristration agent, and J.
Her passing has brought sadness
Farm Bureau last Saturday during
nevi- debts, increased efficiency in 13. McGehee, county secretary and the Women's session. However, as
to many hearts for her sweet sunmany as will come are urged to
a meeting of the directors. He sucYMBC
DINNER,
HELD
obmachinery,
labor
and
of
use
treasurer; Mrs. J .B. McGehee and
ny disposition and high ideals won
attend.
ceeds Fenner Heathcock, who serv
MEETING TUESDAY NIGHT taining higher yields while culti- Charles E. Adams.
her many friends.
as president_for the past three
vating fewer acres, development of
She has answered the Master's
Mr. McGehee gave the member- FIRES
ysars. Heathcock was named as the
BRING OUT
manual skills, especially mechanwas
meeting
dirtier
barbecue
A
call, and entered into thaL higher
ship standing of the various comstate vice president recently.
and
services,
hiring
avocet
FIRE DEPARTMENT HERE
ical
ones,
Young
the
members
of
enjoyed
by
life. Nature carried hen.Soul genmunity
in
the
county
and
again
Herman Wood was named as secthy over the river where those Men's Business Club Tuesday night. growing more of the feed fed on praised the Crutchfield community
retary of the Obion county farm
Minor fires were extinguished by
vsho have gone before Znd wail= Dan Henry, Adrian McDade and the farm.
for making such good progress togroup, and Mr, Heathcock as the
the Fulton fire department last
Edward Benedict were admitted as
mg in glad expectations.—
ward reaching their 1947 goal.
vice president.
WILLIAM MeDADE OPENS
week end.
Beyond the sunset she has gone new members.
T h e Crutchfield
Homemakers
STORE
HERE
FURNITURE
41A panel truck belonging to Barto rest a little while, leaving memThe club voted to refer plans for
prepared
a
wonderful
supper
and
NEW PHONE BOOKS
ney Finch caught on fire on the
ories of loving words and the sweet- a New Year's Dance to the entereveryone seemed to enjoy themDISTRIBUTED IN FULTON ness
its
A new firm has opened
Mayfield highway and the fire truck
of her smile.
tainment committee composed of
selves.
was called.
She was a niece of Mrs. J. H. Carter Olive, Happy Hogan, Bill doors at 202 Church-st, and will
the McDade FurniThe new telephone directory is Roberson of Fulton and
A stove pipe fell down at the
Mrs. Jas. Hainline, Elvis Babb, Lloyd Bone, be known as
RADIO
CONTEST
WINNERS
ture Co. William McDade is the
Elvis Myrick home, corner Sixth
out, with many changes in listings, L. White of Los Angeles, Calif.
Frank Wiggins and Leon Fields.
ANNOUNCED BY LOWE and Eddings, and some smoke dam,
and other information for the pubIt was decided that the regular proprietor.
Young McDade is well known
lic_ F. H. Riddle, manager for the
age was suffered.
WILLIAM H. SMITH
second December meeting be canSouthern Belle Telephone Company
An oil stove blaze was extinThe radio contest held over stain this vicinity, having been emcelled.
here states that about 2,796 new
ployed as a fireman with the M- tion WENK of Union City and guished at the Raymond Pewitt
William H. Smith, 72, son of the
phone books have been distributed. late Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
inois Central Railroad for the sponsored by the Pillion Electric home about three mlles north of
W. ED HEATHCOTT
Smith, died
The new directory has a green at the Weakley County hospital
past five years. He was also asso- and Furniture Co., closed Saturday Fulton. The residence is occupied
in
W. Ed Heathcott, 76, son of the ciated with Olive & Leonard, fur- December 7th. Ernest Lowe stated by Thomas Dotty and family.
cover to distinguish It from the old Martin Friday morning after a long
Mr. and Mrs. Heathcott, died niture dealers, in Mayfield.
gray covered directory.
this week.
illness. Funeral services were held late
at his home in Union City, Dec. 3
Telephone patrons are urged to at Walker's
Previously he was connected
Four of Mrs. R. S. Matthews pi- MASTER FARMER REED
Chapel Saturday afterFuneral services were held at his with his brother, Maxwell Mc- ano and voice pupils won first,
imake full use of the new directory noon by Rev. A. D. Seratt and
HAS ENTRY IN BOURBON
inson's home, 120 Norman-sta Fulton Dade in construction work.
in order to avoid mistakes and de- terment was in,a nearby
second, fourth and fifth places in
cemetery.
BEEF SHOW DEC. 17-U
week by the
lay.
Mr. and Mrs. McDade reside at the contest, the winners being
He leaves his companion; five on Thursday of last
Walter Michke and interment 108 Pearl-st, and have two dau- Susie Lee Clement, first, $20; GilRev.
sons, Cloyce, R. C.. Elbridge and
S. J. Reed, Samjo Farm, and reChapel Hill.
BULLDOGS LOSE TO
ghters, Millicent 6, and Betty 4.
bert Sisters, second, $15; Gene Van- cent Master Farmer winner, has
Bertes, all of Chicago, and Nelson followed at
cil, fourth $5; Lottie B. Bellew, one entry in the $5,000 Bourbon
He leaves his four sons, Smith
WICKLIFFE CAGERS of Latham; two daughters, Mrs.
fifth, $2.50.
Horton Nanney of Latham and Mrs and Jeff of Detroit, Noah of Lon- BROTHER OF MRS. AIKIN
Beef Show to be held in Louisville
DIES IN BELLFONTAINE, O.
The Wickliffe Tigers staged a Margie Hendrickson of Chicago; 11 oak, Ark., Ellis of Fulton; two sisThird place in the contest was at the Bourbon stock yards Dec.
rally in the last half which the grandchildren and one great grand ters, and one step sister, Mrs. J. A.
Mrs. C. E. Aikin of South Ful- won by Elise Dodson and her ac- 17 and 18.
Fulton Bulldogs failed to stop, and son; one sister, Mrs. Homer Brun- Murchison of Montgomery, Ala., ton received a telekram Thursday .companist, Paula June Hornsby,
Major awards in the fat stock
and Mrs. L. R. Jackson of St. that her brother, Chas. DeLong pupils of Miss Mary Attebery of show are $1,000 to be given for
won over the local team 41-38 in dige of Dresden.
season
Parker\
on
Mrs.
the
of Duke- passed away at his home in Bell- Hickman and their prize was $10. the grand champion. $500 to the reEd
St. Louis,
the first game of the
local eourt last Friday night.
The contest proved very much of serve champion, and $1,000 for the
Be faithful over home relations; dom; fifteen grandchildren and nine fontaine, Ohio, Dec. 11. Mrs. Aikin
The Wickliffe second team also they lead to higher joys: obey the great grandchildren.
recently visited him on her way a dratting card for the radto sta- grand champion carload of 15 head.
defeated the Fulton Pups 23-14.
Golden Rule for human life, and it
He married Miss Nannie Smith home from Indiana, but was un- tion and the svonsors, Fulton ElecOther prizes in the fat stock
Wickliffe has lost only game to will spare you much bitterness.— and seven children were born. One able to atend the funeral.
tric and Furniutre Co., and Mr. show are for single animals, grouts.;
seaSharpe out of nine starts this
Mary Baker Eddy
Lowe was well pleased with the of five and carloads 'bring the total
son and his companion preceded
son. Fulton led 22-20 at the half,
Tranquil pleasures last the long- him in death. He later married Mrs
FOR RENT — Furnished room. reception given his program.
awards to $5,000.
but poor shots at the basket cost est; we are not fitted to bear long Etta Bowers who also preceded him Billy Bradley, 501 W. State Line,
them the game.
ihe burden of great joys.Bovee.
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
3tp
in death.
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
after 4:30 p. m.
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
A good driver is one who knows ' It is safest to look twice to see
RECEIPTS OF THE WEEK
his own limitations and atempts to whether it's opportunity or tempallow for those of others.
tion knocking.
A hearty and delicious dessert
requiring only a small amount of
The Wassail butyl goes around in
sugar is baked Indian pudding Scotland—and t' ewhere--at Nets
with corn meal as its principal in- Year's time.
.
gredient. The longer it is cooked ' The origin of tl-^ custom is really
at a low aemperature, the better lost in antiquity: Saxon ancestors
robably quaffed their ale from the
the flavor, according to Miss Florolished skulls of oefeated enemies,
JUST CALL FOR
ence Imlay, food specialist at the and the
Rowena legend must be
University of Kentucky College of rlassifled as "presumably fiction."
Agriculture and Home Economics.
• Rowena is reported to have offered her father's guest—Prince
naked Indian rudding
Vortigren—a
bowl of wine with the
1 cup corn meal
palutation "Lord King, wass-hael."
1-2 cup molasses
at the
literally, "To Your Health." Drain1-4 cup molasses
ing the bowl with one draught, Vor1-4 cup sugar
Ogren fell in love with Rowena
and they lived happily ever after.
1-4 cup fat
'
Anyway, in time the bowl itself !
1-4 teaspoon salt
pecame
an
ornament
of graceful ,
1-4 teaspoonn baking powder
iesign—decorated with branches of ,
2 eggs
greenery which formed a canopy ,
6 cups hot milk
Over the bowl. The mixture within
Fulton, Ky.
'vas warm and included ale, sugar
1 cup raisins
Combine the dry ingredients, apices, sweetened wine was added
oy hosts who could afford it, apples
11111111/1PCIVAMOVINCRLIVIUMEMINIKlit VC SIC SICOM $1iSIMMICIFICACINCIPICIIKIKA AC MAME then add the molasses, beaten eggs
floated on top of the decoction, someand half the hot milk. Heat to the :imes
called I'lante's wool" or the
on top of the stove, "old man's beard." The poorer
A boiling point
frequently.
Then
stirring
pour into glasses carried a bowl decorated
A a well greased baking dish or cas- sith ribbons arcind the neighbor- ,
V
serole and bake in a slow oven, ;ood, begging that it be filled, so
A 275-300 degrees, for two and a half •hey, too. might enjoy the Wassail.
to three hours. Add the raisins one
A hour
before removing from the

Wassail Bowl For
Advertising Pays in The News—farm & home paper._
Auld Lang Syne

PLUMBING SERVICE

r

R. D. STRATTON, Plumber

B. & B. SUPPLY Co.
or Phone 723

Plant A Home Orchard
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW for Spring planting. Trees and
Shrubs will be shipped at proper planting time. The supply
is limited so don't wait.
LET ME EXPLAIN OUR

-GOLD-MINE ACRE ORCHARD."

Stark Trees Bear Fruit
RUSSELL BROWN
PHONE 470
FULTON, KY., ROUTE THREE
REPRESENTING STARK BROS. NURSERIES

winEsaawe

111)1110115

We Are Ready For
HOLIDAY ENTERTAINING

V
V
V

SEE US FOR YOUR

V

Nelnenu: Baked spareribs with
it"
A sauer kraut, baked potatoes, fruit ,
salad, olls. butter and Indian
itA pudding with cream.
A
A
A
A
REAL ESTATE and
A PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
A OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL

CHAS. W. BURROW
BANK—PHONE 81

HOLIDAY WINES, BRANDIES

a
a Farm and City Property
a List or Buy With Us!

a

RUM AND LIQUORS

a
a

We carry a complete line of dcmestic and imported wines, liquors, rum, cc.cdials, and brandies. We invite y-ou to visit us for your holidayneeds.

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

V

The Keg

It

MOST COMPLETE LINE LIQUORS, WINES

RADIO REPAIR
SERVICE
Parts and Tubes

HAM'S RADIO
SERVICE

•

Fulton, Ky.

324 Walnut St., Fulton
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Bring Your Car In and Let Us
Prepare It For Cold Weather
IT is always a good policy to have
your Car gone over and thoroughly service before the cold, wintery weather really strikes— so
why not bring your car in now
and avoid trouble later.

.
r..•
?„.•

Adjustments may be needed that
will save you hours of delay and
avoid difficult starting on cold
mornings. Radiators, batteries,
carburetors,ignition systems may
require minor adjustment. Maybe the motor needs a tune-up or
a complete overhaul job.

Drive In For A Complete Check-Up
Before Old Man Winter Gets
Here In Earnest.
WE SERVICE ALL MA10ES OF CARS — ANYTHING FROM A
MINOR REPAIR TO A COMPLETE OVERHAUL.

Little Motor Company
Sales-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-Service
210 Fourth Street

Phone 622

Fulton, Ky.

"DONT LOOK SO SILLY. YOU'VE SEEN A BOTTLE OF FULTOX
PURE MILK BEFORE."

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

Phone 1261

at,

442 Lake Street

The custom ot 'Lakin short calls
an New Year's Day was in full
swing throughout America about
1900. Newspapers carried columns
pf "at home- notices specifying the
hours during which visitors would
be received. A succession of "open
houses" and punch bowls sometimes
'minimized the courtesy accorded to
hostesses — receptions 'were often
"crashed" by bibulous strangers;
hence, the pub.tcly
announced
"open house" custom has fallen into
decline and, New Year's calls now
being exchanged only by intimates,
the Wassail bowl goes 'round in
private.

As Yule 2)ecoration
Mistletoe, that distinctive Christmas green so common in many parts
of America, is usually thought of as
merely good holiday decoration or
as a creator of open season on ladies
fair for otherwise bashful swains
Mistletoe did not always hold this
positton in our lives. The Druids
called it "all-heal," and thought it
held many miraculous virtues. The
Scandinavians dedicated it to their
goddess of love. Friga. Probably
this goddess of love is responsible
for the custo:n of kissing under the
mistletoe.

s d ci •

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL KENDS OF

We are equipped and have the experience to give you the kind of service you
desire in seed cleaning.
WE ALSO HAVE SEED FOR YOUR FALL
SOWING AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

The power to heal, to protect
against sickness, to perform magic
deeds—all these and more are the
qualities ascribed to this plant
legends, traditions and even in ancient histories and literature.
Mistletoe is a parasite, which infests branches of various trees of
both hardwood and conifers. but
mainly on hardwoods. One species
is fOund exclusively, however, on
- conifers.
Among the Celts and others mistletoe which grew from the oak was
considered to have peculiar magical
virtues not possessed by that from • any other trees. Some even considered it so rare as to be only cut
with a gold knife.
Another old tradition is that the
mistletoe supplied the wood for the
holy cross, as previous to that time '
it was a forest tree but after the
crucifixion was condemned to exist
only as a dwarf parasite.
Mistletoe was taken over into the
Christian tradition in due course
and dedicated to the Christ Child
An old rhyme reads:
The mistletoe bough
At our Christmas board
Shall hang to the honor
- Of Christ our Lord.

Edible Manger In
Ukraine Rituals
In the Ukraine an elaborate
Christmas Eve supper breaks a 39day fast during which no meat has
been eaten. Twelve courses are
served, one for each of the twelve
Apostles: buckwheat and mushroom
soup, pancakes in flax, prunes,
flsh, bread, and nuts are included
in the menu.
An additional course of honey at
porridge is also served: called Koutia, the dish represents the holy
crib: the porridge represents the
straw—as in the manger—and the
Holy Infant is symbolized by honey
and fruit: the honey is alsci consitiered symbolic' of the spirit and bloc,
of the Saviour.

See us for your FEED AND FERTILIZER
NEEDS, and let us do your CUSTOM GRINDING.

A.C.Butts& Sons
Phone 202-W or 202-J
East State Lint.
Fulton, Kentucky

Winterize
Yourt Car Now!
Bring your car in and let us give it a thorough
change-over for the cold days ahead
• CHANGE OIL
• DRAIN and CLEAN THE RADIATOR
• CHECK BATTERY
• FILL UP With GOOD GULF GASLINE

POISGROVE
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

Service
Station
FULTON, KY.
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We're Ready f.), Holiday Shoppers
Many Gifts Now On Display
For Early Selectioa ....
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Give A Table
Christmas!
Another table around the home can always be
used to an advantage.
LAMP TABLES, fine as gifts $3.95 to S19.95
Occasional Tables, nice
$5.65 to $14.95
END TABLES,'choice of styles $2.50 to $11.53
COFFEE TABLES, very chic $9.95 to $19.95
TELEPHONE TABLE with chair
S19.50
CARD and CHECKER TABLES $3.50 to S10.95
PHONOGRAPHS-

Electrical
Gifts 6

A
A

LOUNGING CHAIR

ELECTRIC HOT PLATES, attractively priced
Electric Heating Pads, automatic $7.65 to $9.65
Automatic Electric Iron with the popular
4-way heat control unit
$10.95

A

A
0

A Gift the entire family will appreciate. Beautifully upholstered, full spring construction. ComA plete with ottoman.
A
A
A

$59•95

$onpraa
FLOOR LAMPS at
TABLE LAMPS at

THIS CHRISTMAS

A

•...LAMPS••••

Spring-Wound Phonograph
- $24.25
,Iciummwmmmmmmmmmmammlummosmociamommmmft

GIVE A RADIO

A

Flourescent Desk Lamps, complete with
tube, for only
$14.00
Schick and Sunbeam Electric Razors $15 $19.50

Portable, Spring-Wound Phonographs will provide much pleasure and amusement for months
to come.-We have a nice selection of phonographs
and also record players.

RADIOS

a
$11.95 to $29.95 p
$5.95 to $25.95 A

Mia4tWagAgUlAtrUf4AMMO:MMWMMACMUT.MUMMACMUSgligtti

You'll find our selection
pleasing and the price
range attractive.

Made of the

best quality

SMOKING STANDS at only
SEWING CABINETS
UTILITY CHEST, beautiful
CEDAR CHEST, real nice

$3.50 to $6.95
$5.95 to $18.95
$17.95
$39.50

OTTOMAN, choice selection

$6.50 to $12.95

Shoe Shine Stand, only
8-Quart Granite Coffee Pot
Carbide Light for hunters

Beautiful
Mirrors
plate

glass. Priced from-

$7.50 to $39.95
SCI:UtliSirMMACMMACMMMUMMUUMMWIIIIMMOKSUMMOMM

HOLIDAY RECORDS

Co mfm•ta hie

MOKSICWWWWWWWWMACOUMMIUMIRWWWWWWWWWWWWilif

CHAIRS of All Kinds

0

$1.75
$2.95
$1.25

We have a nice selection of fine Chairs for Christmas giving. Rockers, Platform Rockers and also
Occasional Chairs. Select one now and let us put
it away for you until Christmas.
0
- V SitagUitiMIUMMAMMWMMMUMUMMACIMWMAMMOUMMMAL
You will find our selection pleasing and priced
V in an attractiv
e price rangeV
V
$9.95 to $24.45
V
V
uumgioul
mmoimumm
sgegissmmmsimmmammaismimmoum
V
BOOK and SHELF CASES
$5.95 to $22.50 V
--..maiugimumcmmmme...r.Aff.mmummaimsgmmmmsgatumm
DINNERWARE SETS
$12.95 to $28.95
Serving Tray Set, with 5 containers
$3.69
summmeimmmmmmmansimmm,ummommssimpsmmmmtumm

Visit Our Toy Department
Classical, Semi-Classical, Popular, Blues and
Hillbilly Recordings. New records arriving all
the time. Come in and select yours.

You will find
wide variety f
toys and gifts for
the children.

Comb and Brush
and Vanity Sets
Brush, Comb and Mirror Set

54.95

Comb and Brush Set

$1.25

BRUSH and COMB SET, 5 nice
pieces, only
$2.49
VANITY SETS
$3.95 to $5.95

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.

319-323 WALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100

witownt7070M-70703%2MM70110001.711341471004000/41471blaaaiktlik400113aaaaCtok2

FULTON,KENTUCKY
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Mrs. Jack Olive and children
spent Saturday with Mrs. E. C.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Weems left Lowry.
Monday to visit Dr. M. P. Weems
Alvin Foster and son, Dean Wit.
and wife of Jeffersonville, Ind. W. liams and J. C. Foster delivered
E. Weems and family of Louisville some tobacco to Paducah Friday.
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harp of Sold for 24 1-2 to 27 cents Ili
Lexington. They are due this vacaMrs.
Foster, Mrs. Ophelia
tion and much needed rest and we Jones and Jack Foster were in Unsay happy, good luck and happy ion City Saturday.
motoring.
Mr. Flippo was loaded with
B. H. Lowry and family spent Chrisbnas packages Saturday and
Sunday in Clinton visiting Mrs. one was for Mrs. G. W. Brann which
Owen Jackson.
is not to be opened until Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Birch Moon visited but Curosity killed a cat.
E. C. Lowry and wife Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Oria Forrester and
Cecil Taylor and wife, Cloy wife were guests of Alvin Foster
Yates and family were in Paducah and family Sunday.
on business last Friday.
Mrs. R. S. Gossom and Larry
A new gravel road is to be were dinner .guests of Mrs. Herbert
started in this section soon which Butler Thursday of last week.
is badly needed and will be very
J. C. Foster killed a hog Monmuch appreciated.
day.
Elzo Foster and wife stopped in
East rest and be merry is his
to see J. C. Foster Wednesday af• theory and Doc, the house cat,
ternoon and to see Mrs. E. C. shares his opionon. He is a special
Lowry.
favorite and weighs 15 lbs.
Bee Cole and family oft Hickman
Elmer Cannon and wife visited
visited Mrs. Andrew Williams Sun- P. J. Brann Sunday afternoon.
day.
R. S. Gossom moves to his new
Mesdames Dorothy_ Dale Owens, home in Pilot Oak this week end.
Willa Mae Parrish and Mary Nell
Unfavorable weathe starts the
Gossom spent Friday with . Mrs. week off but everyone has a bin
Onie Lowry.
of coal but John L. Lewis--or does

ROUTE THREE

he? He can keep warm from now
on with worry, and who cares, he
asked for it.
So long folks; In4 be with you
all through the coming holidays.

PILOT OAK
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Green, Mr. and
Mrs. John Yates toak supper Thursday night of last week with Mr.
and Mrs. B. G. Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Greene home -to Detroit for a
short visit.
Mrs. Carrie Taylor was able to
be out for church Sunday after being confined to her bed for several
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Rhodes of
Water Valley took Sunday dinner
with Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rhodes.
Word waws received here Sun-

AIP

COME EARLYI

Is here ... at
FORSikilif
DeMyer Drug Co.
YiRITES
OP TO
3 YEARS

Be as right
about the Diamond
as you are
abtut the Girl

LNIIHOUT
REFILLING
(D•Pemli"g
on bow true,.
yoU

4/

Worbl's smoothest
writilsg p•o. i•iiS
the ink on loll

pi It's s•lfrblottIng.
fe•n wrIt•• dry
wh•n submerged
tender worm.

)
Writ.

or Y•up e•n't •••••
shake Our Mk out.
Writes en any pee
per •r materiel,
linen, textiles, ele.
Makes 6 to II teaser%
copies at•time.

It•loods—wIth • AV 14K 9•141-Ilited cepa.
c•rtr.ilge—In 1$
seconds.
Can't leek ee at tiny
altitude.

Beautiful diamond ring

$87

g

ive your

good

jori_ginent

smother

opportunity to exercise itself, whin

"
A
A

choose the ring for the girl you
con best be done by
fully

chose so

you

well. It

choosing the jeweler care-

. then choosing the ring is easy.

a

$15"
INUISKAIU,CA

FORD'S
Liquor Store
Near Viaduct

Who bathes in worldly' joys,
Kimble spent the night of Sept. swims in a world of fears.—Phine25 with E. Cates.
as Fletcher.

OM

SEE US FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
WINES, BRANDIES and LIQUORS

Lake St. Ext.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Steward
and children spent Saturday night
"God the Preserver of.Man'• is
with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hainthe subject of the lesson sermon
ley.
which will be read in all Christian
Mrs. Ophelia Caldwell, Mrs. AlScience churches throughout the
lene Lowry, Mrs. Ellen Rowland
world on Sunday, Dec. 15, 1946.
and Miss Allie Rowland went to
the
The Golden Text is: ''As
Mayfield Monday on business.
mountains are round about JerusaMr. and Mrs. Ernest Cardwell lem, so the Lord is round about his
visited Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry people henceforth even for ever."
Sunday afternoon.
(Ps. 125:2)
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
Among the citations which comand Sue from Lone Oak visited prise the lesson sermon is the fol.
Mr. and Mrs. Lunsford Rowland luwing from the Bible: "The Lord
Sunday afternoon.
shall preserve thy going uut um.]
Mrs. Evelene Yates and Mrs. Al- rhy coming in from this time fOrth
lene Lowry visited Mrs. Mary Col- and even for evermore." (Ps. 121:11)
lins Saturday afternoon.

tIt$40111~118~10-M111910411114011191t010

itlesions
Yuletide and New Year holidays are near again
and it's flint to think about your liquid needs
for the season's festivitie,..
r stock is one of
the largest and most complete lines of popular
brand liquors in West Kentucky.

day morning, in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. Gibson, Paducah,
of the arrival of a fine baby boy.
We had a fine service at the
Baptist church Sunday morning.
Rev. Tip Willis, our pastor, from
Mayfield, filled the pulpit.
We are very glad that Mrs. Pernie Vincent is improving nicely.
She was brought home from the
Haws Clinic Tuesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and
boys took Sunday dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. B. G. tmwry and Jimmie
Allen.
Mrs. Lela Casey, Mrs. Maud
Lamb and Miss Lillie Casey attended the kitchen shower given at
the Guy Casey home Saturday afternoon for their daughter, Mrs.
Lucille Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Yates is
home on a furlough visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Yates.

Jewelry
Andrews Company
taitatiftmotissvotatisidettativiemoNategerigi

wiek
1/1•.••••• Pima
1021.110.
WasPhe Fed-TAO

DeMyer Drug Co.

11.16•41
Heart of Lake

Carts*** Sis

(11willrbis ase4)

FULTON,

Street

K Y.
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Fulton, Ky.
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No Building Is Immune
From FIRE--

I it

But everybody can follow these common
sense precalitions and help reduce the hazards:
1. Clean up your premises.

N

2. Clean out trash from attics, cellars and
closets.
N

3. CHECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
POLICY—be sure you are fully covered—both
buildings and household effects.

V
N
N

4. If you have any insurance problems or
desire additional coverage, phone No. 5.
FIRE—it can happen to you!

V

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Main Street
[1111111.10KACACACACACSIC
ACECINCAIAC

IIICACACAIEOLOCACIACACAINIKOICAEACIIKAtAtilYAK

You will find our store well filled with practical
suggestions for selection of Fine Furniture Gifts.
You'll be surprised how easy it is to solve your gift
problems when you vi.sit our store.

A

For The Gala Holiday Season!
We carry a good stock of Wines, Liquors, Rums
Brandies and Gins, and will be glad to fill your

V

needs for the holidays.

I Southern Chicken Shack I
a iw
V

R

it

305 Lake St.'"Ext.

mrsimim

Phone 9173

Fulton, Ky. RN

We are pleased with the fine reception ti,iven our new
furniture store by hundreds of visitors who have come to see
us since our fornial openin4. And to those who have not yet
visited our store, we extend a hearty welcome,and assure you
that we shall strive at all times to brim; you home furnishings
that will please you in quality and price.

advantage of our
Christmas.Shoppers areNEW taking
FURNITURE MERCHANDISE

Fulton, Kentucky

Fine Wines and Liquors

THANKS For The Cordial Reception

WE HOPE YON MULL COME IN TO SEE MS OFTEN.

McDade Furniture Co.
212 Church St.
Phone 905
William McDade, Jr., Owner

Fulton, Ky.
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differ, but under the skin they
he
The end result of both of these
systems is Dictatorship and eni,lavement of the nation that makes
the sad error of letting either Communism or Fascism fasten its paralyzing, devastating tentacles upon
its economic, policitcal, spiritual and
sacial life.
An individual May board a Pennsylvania Railroad train at
New
York City and in due season arrive at Chicago. On the other
hand, he may elect to travel on
the New York Central, and likewise reach Chicago. In both cases,
though he travels by different
goal —
routes, he arrives at the same goal
—Chicago. No insult to the Windy
City is intended when I point out

IL

dim" is
sermon
!hristian
put the
1946.
As the
Jerusabout his
ever."

tHE AMERICAN
WAY

ititscratfol.

SAME UNDER THE SKIN
is a nasty habit of the Communists to smear all who have the
temerity to express their dislike of
Communism, with the tag "Fascist."
To me that seems rather silly; it
is very much like the pot calling
the kettle black, because Communism is equally as odious as Fascism. On the surface they seem to
are alike as two peas in a pod.

that nations which travel either the! wor'd or action. My life record,
my WELFARE WORKERS
Communistic or Fascist route ar- public utterances,
PERSONALS"
my newspaper
rive at the same destination — Die- column, all bear testimony
to my u
Welfare
workers
met
with Mrs.
tatorship.
Mr. Charles Aikin and wife et
wavering espousal of and profound
Robert Doran. Fifteen members Columbus, Ohio, left for their home
Your ,correspondent has been one belief in Democracy and
my bitter
and one visitor were present. The Saturday evening after a short
of those who repeatedly has ex-1 antagonism to any
concept of sohouse was called to order by Mrs. visit with his brother and wife, the
pressed his contempt and intense l ciety that makes for
regimentation
Rucker. vice president. Roll call Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Aikin and hts
dislike of Communism. It would and slavery. "The
American Way"
answered hy What Am I Thankful niece, Dr. Vera Cates and her famhave been in the nature of a miracle is Democracy in its
highest form.
For. Devotional, Mrs. Roy Watts. ily of South Fulton.
had he ben espared the smear tech- Neither Communism
nor Fascism,
A short business meeting was held.
nique of the Reds. On many oc- not even by the wildest
Mr. Aikin is an engineer in the
streach of
Plans were made for the Christmas Columbus office of a large manucasions they have labeled him "Fac- the imagination can
be termed
ist.''
"Democracy". I detest both Com- dinner at the home of Mrs. Betty facturing concern with factories in
Watts, Dec. 18. Families are invited. Ohio and Kansas.
Even taking into account the munism and Fascism with
an equal
Miss Wzaker was present. Sunshine
perverted type of individuals mak- degree of intensity.
gifts were presented, contests were
ink the accusation, it still rankles a
Joy is an elation of spirit—ot a
held. Mrs. Roy Watts won one. A spirit which trusts in the goodne
bit. In my book, being dubbed
The most profound joy has more delicious luncheon was served at
"Facist" is just as insulting as beand truths of its own possessions
of gravity than of gaiety in it— the noon hour. Adjourned
to meet —Seneca.
ing called "Communist." One is as
Montaigne.
with Mrs. Betty Watts Dec. 18.
repugnant as the other — I see. no
,
7SMB1s1 BILL 01 atIt.rasqus
itilltilKINHIMIMISMilimitimmintstuAtolitiliMACIIK
difference.
ritslintriltintiMaRMNRSICIIMIMMIKIKIMattilletteshAtthstirstrIcommithogehla
The funny thing about this is that
over the years I have been equally vociferous in denouncing Fascism. Repeatedly I have said: "There
never has lived on this earth an if
'individual or group of individuals
15.
41
who could be trusted with absolute
power; there is not living now any
individual or group of individuals
V
who can be trusted with absolute V
power."
V
If the aforegoing is not an anti- V
Fascist statement, t'nen what in the
world is it? Fascism requires the V
•Fallow
delegation of absolute power; voluntary or by force, to an individual °l- V
•Aqua
a group of individuals. How can
•Blue
any one be charged with harboring
totalitarianism in his soul, who be- V
•American Beauty
lieves as do I, and has so often V
•Sizes 12 to 20
V
publicly-- declared, that absolute
V
power must never be granted to an V
individual or group? •
My conviction that individuals V
Give her (or yourself) a wonderfully, comcannot be trusted with indvidual V
power becoryies stronger with each
pletely becoming chenille robe. Deep tufting,
passIng day. I have seen many a
lavish scroll designs, sweeping cut— luxury
man ot previous excellent reputation, destroyed by that intangible I V
details so unusual at this price. Background
sconething that enters man's soul V
when he is vested wwith autocratic 11
,..„
and chenille are dyed together for exact
control over his fellow men. Hc
.
may start out with every good in- IC
w
match. Washing increases their fluffiness,
tention to use those controls wisely V
and solely in the interests of his V
they need no ironing.
fellow humans, but sooner or later V
he inevitably abuses those controls,
tO the detriment and suffering of v
I those controlled.
V
And so 011.Te again, I wish to re- V
It
'
s The
iterate in fact. indignantly to deny V
that I am a "Fascist" in thought,

ringssallwissaiestimwommisto.ttonoi

Give the Gift of a Luxurous

Chenille Robe

A

sk any married woman who wears a
diamond engagement riag.
She'll tell you that the big moment
in her life was when the received
that ring. Such an important treosure
must be selected with care.
Here we feature finest quality,
lasting beauty and a value-policy
you will like.

Andrews Jewelry Co.
Church St. Fulton, Ky.
AlIMOMASIN$11181~EatP1011111401VIROWNS
V
INTRODUCENG—
V

MC MU

a
A

A New Little Town
1
I Called Ganigusville,. Ky. I
1

a

it
it

V

,.,
11
g
V
V

Located at the Corner of the Hickman-FultonClinton Highways, 3 Miles North of Fulton

A
A
A
A
k
A,
A
A
A

D
°14
1

VETERINARIAN— Dr. E. B. Cherry, veterinarian surgeon, Fulton.
Phone 460 at the 01.1 Drug Co.
1101.1SE and LOT for trade ar
sale; also vacant lot for sale. 511
College•st. Flioae 1283-J.
2tp

Hart %Vitae Corn tor more profit.
flare order for Delculb Hybrid and
t- sure you can get it. Cecil BurV
nette, Fulton, Ky.
TIIIS NEW CO'AIMUNITY HAS BEEN MAKING STEADY 4tp
V
_ _
:t
PROGRESS, and now has several like residential buildings
:'ALESMAN
WANTEDp
.
Out of
4
it i Work or en Shorter Hours. Write
and a new community store.
A
us immediately regarding oppora
a tunities to supply consumers in
V
—And the man who runs the store Ls called Uncle Bill;
N
V
city of Fulton and southwest
Every time you come to see him you get a thrill,
A
V
Graves County
with
Rawleigh
To
you
what
think
buy
can
dollar
with
owl
a
bill.
V
a , Products, full time. No experience
That's
enough
about
rime,
the
V
A or capital necessary-. For interJust come ahead and bring your dimes, and get in line.
,
it view, write Rawleigh's, Dept. KylV
1.111110711M1171/714102117111INVIIIIIM 7•riglIGIIIIMMIIIM TM PS JO RS Itig NS NS707t1M7/1 AM: 82-198, Freeport. Ill.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
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;moon

A

Tills CHRISTMAS—

—61VE .1 EW

diamond,watch,ring or some
other gift of beauty and charm, you will find
our store-filled with gifts that will bring
happiness and appreciation to the receiver
of one these fine expressions of love.
NITheeher it is

•DIAMONDS
•LADIES' WATCHES
•MEN'S WATCHES
•DINNER RINGS
•ENGAGEMENT RINGS

a

•BIRTHSTONE RINGS
•INMAL RINGS
•BRACELETS
•CHARMS
FOLDS

•BILL

•VANITY SETS
•NECKLACES
•LOCKETS
•WATCH CHAINS
•TIE SETS

Our Prices Are RightmNever Undersold

Warren'sJewelry Storg
Walnut Street. Fulton. Ky.
PIMM7SIVM-7070nleirkTOMPOMW-Mir.2`.1A-Da.atMANDMInX1
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PUBLIC SALE
TO BE HELD

THURSDAY, DEC. 19, 1946
Beginning at 10:00 A. M.
Chi my farm 2 miles south of Hickman on Troy Road, as I have
sold my
farm and will sell the following described personal property:
8 Registered Hereford Cows
1 Registered Hereford Bull
30 Mixed Cows and Yearlings
1 Guernsey Heifer, now fresh
1 Jersey Milk Cow, will be
fresh soon
49 Head Young Sheep
2 Hampshire Bucks
3 Brood Sows, heavy with pigs
1 Registered Duroc Boar
1 Pair Aged Mules
1 Sorrel Draft Mare
1 Bay Saddle Mare
1 Bay Saddle Horse

2 Saddle Colts
1 Mule Colt
1 John Deere Corn Planter
1 (1936) Chev. Truck, 1'2 ton
1 Allis-Chalmers Tractor with
disc plow, hard land disc
harrow, cultivator, power
life and power take-off. Ail
in good condition.
. 1 Cultapacker, practically new
1 2-wheel Tractor Trailer
1 Lot of Jap and Alfalfa Hay
Other Items Too Numerous
to Mention

.TERMS:
Sale Advertised for Dec. 11, wee

CASH

rained out—So Come Thursday. Dec. 19

" CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer

E.D BSON;Owner

•
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RECIPE OF THE 1VEEK
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A 'bisserole of macarorti and
cheese, prepared early in the mornir:g, will be a time saver for a busy
housewife, as it may be popped
into the oven when the rest of the 0
,rneal is being perpared. As maca- 0
if
roni is a starchy food, it should V
not be served with potatoes, rice, 0
IT " -idles or hominy, as they also con- it
1 .1 large amounts of starch, said 0
V
(i seCialists at the UniVersity of '4
:nucky College of Agriculture
+I
1 .ne EConomics.
V
9lacaroni and Cheese
V
3 cups cooked macaroni
V
if
.1-2 cups grated cheese -.
if
2 cups of mai
it
3 tablespoons butter or oleo
V
. 3 tablespoons flour
it
'3-4 teaspoon salt
1-4 cup pimento or green peper
tuttered crumbs
Stir the macaroni into a lagge
afliourit of boiling salted water and
cook until done. Make a sauce of V
the milk, flour, butter and salt. V
Add cneese. then the macaroni and
pimento. Use iufficient whitesauce
so the mixture- is moist, not dry. o
Place in a greased baking dish and, V
cover with buttered crumbs. Bake V
in a mociet:ate.oven, 375 degrees for V
45 minutes, or until brown,
Menu: Ntacaroni and cheese, bal
k.d squash. aPPle and celery salad, v
corn sticks. butter and blackberry ;•
cobbler.
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CARD OF THANKS

We desire to express our thanks 0
,to our many friends for the kind 0.
(•.pressions of sympathy and flow- .7;
L. • bestowed at the time of our re- .
c
bereavement. We shall always ,;g.
nember you with kindness.
:0,
Mrs. Tom McAlister and Children' it
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A ruddy old St. Nich has come to town early this
year—arms loaded with wonderful gifts to cheer
that man on your mind—gifts that will prove long
lasting ... bring him comfort, relaxation and pleasure. Here are Clothes galore that will make grar.d
Chrisinfas giving and assure him smart living.
Whether ii's Dad, sweetheart, husband or brother,
1,ou'll find the gift "He" wants here. Don't
delay:
Come in today.

A Rohe makes a nice gitt. I Lionel
robe, for

comfoli.

narmth

and

good looks. .In several color,.

4
Silo
•

Simpkins Says

!it
-44

stscissvoing.f.css;••• •

An urorganized farming opera-has room for a ldt of things--! s
'm
r.-,ost of all, planning.
N
Whether or not a farmer realizes 1 V
the erosion rate on his farm the '0
chances are it is too fast.
When winter egg - production
slumps it may be due to fresh wa- v
te: shortage in the layers' lot rath- 4
er than a sitdown strike.
IV
Insecticides and fungicides are a I II
form- of crop insurance; and like
other insurance, they cannot always I s
o
be bought when needed.
Less than 20 percent of the peel- I 0
ple of the United States work on
farms, a fact which a farmer read- if
ify accepts when he starts looking ;^1
for good help.
Sally Simpkins says: She is not
oing to "pipe down" on home imp:dvements until Silis puts in pipes'
4;
w arm:i and smartness.
to make the. water do the running. 4 Gloved
Just when prices of farm prod- ,
Genuine pigskins. Fleece lined. An
ucts will head downward is any- Olf
excelletn gift for "Him."
fiody's guess; but economists say it
tnat farmers may expect to pay
higher prices next year for most of
the things they have to buy.
if
if
WM you be killed on the gay 0
highway?
V
_
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A warm compliment. A snug•fitting
sleeveless Sweater in 100 per cent
all wool.

g

Select a handsome I.eather Jacket
designed for a comfortable outclOor
life.
It;Gift

Tie

Jamboree— conservative

patterns and solids in wools and
rayons.

0

DR. T. M. REID
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Chiropractor

V

LOOK AT THESE SUGGESTIONS-

City National Bank Bldg
V
Office Hous 9 to 12; 2 to 5
Evenings 7 to 8 p. m.

Scarfs

Plasmatic Therapy
Electrical Treatments
PHONE 97

-Socks appeal" in cottons, lisles and

Sportswear

Suspenders

Tie Sets

Military Sets

House Slippers

Good looking and warm too this
100 per cent all wool coat sweater.
Comes in brown, navy, green and
tan.

rayons. Conservative patterns and

FOR STARTING CARS
these cold mornings
CALL 1051
We do all kinds of repair work on any make
of Car or Tractor.

Southside Garage
Martir Highway
Opposite Lowe Block Co
C. M. Valentine
E. L. Byrd

•

V
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Many Other Gifts For "HIM"

V
V
V
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new "toppers" will make an excel-

Ford Clothing..co.

V

lent gift for men and soung men.

„

0
Smart nen Hats for "Him." These

NIRIM PS7/MO MPS

414 Lake Street
ritTS les RS PS"S

SPORT JACKET. Sleeves, collar
and back contrast with the monotone front of this warm, boxy
jacket. Shades of blue, brown
and green.
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Veterinary Service
Day or Night

Leading
Carols

Phone 807.R
Or Call 70

A

Dr. H. W. Connaughton
GI aduate Veterinal Ian
Located on Mai tin-Fulton
Highway
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The fellow with a scheme to help
To keep from falling over your
Even if opportunity knocked the
Adversity is '.:te only scale that
you make money usually has a dor down some people
own faults—is to take your eyeS
wouldn't be gives us the correct weight of our
scheme.
off other people's faults.
interesteci.
friends.
A short time back it was re•
ported that a number of persons
have regained their voice after an
Lirplane ride. The last was a womr.
man. ,The airplane is definitely
war a
Ea V.
getting dangerous.
&AIMS
.11F4111
Ias.
Some inen are born fools, as =
==== 1
marriages couldn't make
dozen
them that way.
By LYN CONNELLY
Marriage is like taking pictures
A SONG which made its appear.1
—you can't tell how they come out"
ance in 1942 entitled "White
Christmas," is in its fourth year
until they're developed.
and well on its way to permanent
A woman six feet two had to
recognition as a Christmas fasleep on a jail bed six feet long. vorite.
The charge was intoxiication—
I
maybe the hang-over was prema. / „a.•
ts.‘
ture.
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
\‘;

The
BRONZOLEUM
Concrete Burial Vault
Proven Dependability
Beauty
Permanence
Strength

TIRES VULCANIZED
AND RECAPPED
Atito Parts Sporting G,00ds

A
A

a

Kelly-Springfield

A

Tires

MEL SIMONS
a

Bold Only Thru
Puneral Directors.
blade and Serviced by

Phone 478
Upper Main St, Fulton

KATTER J01-1 N
Concrete Products
Paducah. Kr.
'lel

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities
P
R

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, If Y.
4MBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7
, handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults
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ROOF and FURNACE
Let us clean and
your roof.

repair your furnace, or repair

TIN WORK A SPECIALTY

Smallman & Webb
TIN SHOP
Main and Olive Streets.

Fulton; Ky.
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GIVE an Electrical or Furniture gift from Bennett's this Christmas, and
rest assured that the receiver will be pleased and happy. Come in and
look around—you'll find just the item you want for giving.

The
of
aliiazing
popularity
"White Christmas" as a yuletide
svng, reached its peak last year !
v..hen a poll conducted to establish'
the favorite carol of servicemen
revealed that 22 per cent of the 1
vote> wei.; to this early war song'
written especially for the occasion
by Irving Berlin, graduate of Tin I
Pan Alley.
The birth of the song was entii ely by accielent ciespite rumors to
the contrary which attribute its
conception to the war. Actually, it
was composed in 1940. A Hollywood
studio had an idea for a motion picture to be called "Holiday Inn,"
co-starring Fred Astaire and Bing
.1..e thee:e of the picture
was based on the holidays of the
ear and a song was needed to
represent each holiday. Irving Ber1,n was contracted for the compositions. The picture, released in 1942,
was synonymous with our second
wartime Christmas, and in that
year the song sold one million
'copies in four months. Although
nothing is done on the part of the
poblishers to exploit the song, it
automatically rings the register
each year as the holiday season
c.pproaches. Berlin calls it his fa1,orite song, with the exception of
his "God Bless America" written
during World War I. "It's difficult
to predict a song's future," says
Berlin, "but judging from its past,
I would say "White Christmas" has
a very good chance of becoming a
permanent song along with other
Christmas carols."

LITTLE OL'

RCA, PHILCO, ZENITH RADIOS
HOTPOINT REFRIGERATORS
PHILCO REFRIGERATORS
HOTPOINT ELECTIC RANGE
MAYTAG WASHER
BENDIX HOME LAUNDRY
NEWEST RECORDINGS
NOVELTY GIFTS
COMBINATION RADIO and ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPHS

WE HAVE A NICE SELECTION OF GIFTS FOR THE HOME
•TABLES
•MIRRORS
•PICTURES

•CHAIRS
•SEWING CABINETS
•HASSOCICS
•NEW LAMPS
•SOME NICE TOYS •MAGAZINE RACKS

Bennett Electric
Main Street

Phone 201

Fulton. Ky.

SANTA

The little ol' santa propped under
our tree
. is little the worse for
wear . . . he's lost
a 7eg and an arm,
yuu see . . but no
one seems to care.
Net.that we're unsympathetic, rather,
v,e are just a bit
nostalgic.
Time v;as when
our santa. bright
and new, benignly welcomed Tommy
and Sue .
as they tiptoed downstairs to see . . . their presents
spread beneath the tree . . . vent
early Cisriatmas 'morning.
'Tho Tommy and Sue have outgrown thetr toys . . and entWiile.i
their hearts with grown-up joys
. . . that little or sante, propped
under the tree, symbolizes Christmas—as Christmas ought to be . . .
with toys for children, good will
among men .
. on earth, Peace
dawning.
Dorothea Waitzmann

teltCCOVIlittMetfilliM

140e This A FURNITURE 'Christmas!
As usual we have a good selection of fine Furniture that will make very acceptable and pleasing
Christmas Gifts. We invite you to come in and
look around—see our displays which will help
t'St,
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Our Special Value

A
A

is a

JOY FOREVER
A

A

a

you in picking your choice gift of all—Furniture!

Not just for a day ... but ALWAYS
o fine
diamond will be worn with o deep and abiding sense of pride and satisfaction. Choose
well this all-important ring .. buy only from
a jeweler of estobl.shed reputation.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Church Street, Fulton, Kentucky

WHITE HOUSE CHRISTMAS . . .
The White House Christmas tree
in the East Room. Presents are
for the children of White HOW e
employees.

Christmas Was AI
One Time Illegal
The Puritans disliked the celebration of Christmas, preferring
their own celebration of Thanksgiving.
In 1659 the high court of Massachusetts held that ''anybody who is
found observing, by abstinence from
labor,' feasting or any other way
such day as-Christmas Day shall for
each and every offense be fined
five shillings."
Gives Strength to Wrestler
In Holstein it is believed that tt
is not only a cure for al! green
wounds, but that it twill insure. suc'n the chase ard give strength
to the v•restler, if mistletoe is

V

V

AC AC AC Ai AC AC AC A:

THIS
WEEK

This Week we are offering attractive values in
END TABLES--RADIO TABLES-BEDSIDE TABLES
SPECIALLY PRICED AT ONLY—
$3.95 each
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•THESE SUGGESTIONS Might Be Helpful:
SMOKING STANDS
CHAIRS
ROCKERS
DESKS
MIRRORS
TABLES BOOK CASES
MAGAZINE RACKS
LAMPS
PICTURES
and scores of other gift items too numerous to mention

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
207 Church St.(Ouc New Bldg.)

Phone 35

Fulton, Ky.
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Will be the message that Bro.
Joe Williams of Union City will if
bring the congregation of the So. it
Fuhon Baptist church Saturday, w
Dec. -14 at 7 p.
Visiting preachers and singers
will be invited to take part. Look
for the program of coming weeks.
Come and bring your folk. '
J. T. Drace, Pastor.
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One of my graduate students has
become very much interested in
studying the places of some county
where
people have congregated
since earlier times. Every county
that we know would make a fascinating subject fo rstudy. A map
showing the places and a paper in- dicating the rise and popularity
them would be a great addition to
our knowledge of folk customs.
Springs everywhere have always
been great centers of interest.
Some of them because the wwater
supply for the family, especially ,
1
when they were located by or near
a good house site. Others became
quite early neighborhood places
wwhere picnics, where held or
wwhere a church grew up or
where camps were held. Our Sulphur Springs, a little more than a
V
mile from Fidelity, combined many
things, for it was a place ler camps V
and picnics and also was the location of our Methodist church un- V
til the threat of Kentucky Lake V
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Chenille
Spreads

4
4
V
V

a
a
a

NV

Beautiful Chenille Bed Spreads.
They make excellent gifts.

have been. Platforms where speakings could' be
held and even crude benches retrained from year to year until they
..rette daway. Confederate reunions,
candidate speakings, neighborhood
picipics young people's Sunday-afternoon gatherings all used the
stand and the benches. The springs,

...
15
si

Gift
Lingerie

N
V
V
V
V
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a

Lustrous Rayon Satin and Crepe
Princess Slips
$2.49 to $3.98
Lace•Trimmed or Plain Panties,
Your choice at
79c to $1.49
Rayon Satin Uplift Brassiers

It 7,
by '

vie
itors with a bit of light laughter,
because we always sav., it in
broad day-light; just how we would
have felt after nightfall I never
Itha out. Many a time I

to it.
Wouldn't you like to

have a
imp of your own county worked
out 'in detail, showing all . these
gathering places
and sights to
show wide-eyed or skeptical visitors?
'
•
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
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Sweaters
a
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4

a
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A nice selection of all-wool
Scarfs
Wrap Arounds. A mighty nice gift.

I

these for "Her" Christmas.

and

98c to $1.98
Ladie-P

5

Handkerchiefs

V Handkerchiefs for. the Ladies, in individu
al
*
..
or a set of three, packed in beautifu
l gift

I,
Coat styles and slip °Vert.
w box.
V
Size 32 to 42
49c
Fancy and Solid Colors
to
$1.49
V
98c to $1.98
$3.98 to $5.98
V
i
Indivi
a
dual
Hanki
es 29c to 98c v
•
submsgAligluswiroimemxsimskiimetorsm
$3.98 to $5.98
3•
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Slippers Tiesfor"HINI" Lounging ROBES
for "HIM" kg
for "HIM"

MN MI
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A

5,
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DOLLS--

a
a
a
a

A

and MORE DOLLS
•

You will find a Doll

;`.

$2.49 to $2.98

or "Prim Little Miss"

A

who is choosy. They are

A

Scarfs for "HIM" ';

A /
11
it
A

attractively priced.

A

A

ALSi TOYS

A
FrA om

OUr

fine group of

All Wool Robes for Lux- I

A

A Neckwear. Many patterns

t

„,A

•

of all kinds for

urious "Off Duty" Com-

to choose from.

fort.

the children.

In Rayon or All•Wool. Fast checks, it

hite and pastel shades.

$1.49 to $2.98
Ge 7e AC7V ler:S1SeSitf:

Ost
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98c to $1.49

$8.98 to $12.98
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W. V. ROBERTS

SON

422 Lake Street

311tcPslosas7.0IV TSPs

70

it

please the "Little Tot" 0

Choice of wool, corduroy or kid
uppers, with hard leather soles. He 0
will appreciate a pair of House 0
Slippers Christznas morn.

have self-consciously
taken boys
on walks with me in order to lead
tbrin by the tree mt.-Which a man
g
iris hanged by a mob long
before if

ed

a
a
a

1:

a

a

$4.98 to $10.98

44

4

a

II ever • heard of Bowling Green. I V
have always heard that such a tree
*cold die; nothing was said about
hew long it would take to accom
pi.sh this fact. Anyway. the haunted tree is dead. but I fear the illIse.ses incident to old age had
mcre to do with its demise
than
any unpleasant association attach-

a
a
a

Scarfs & Zig-Zag
Wrap Arounds
:

LI a new hand bag. Select one of

bas an authentic "lover's leap," with ‘
.
0

elsewhere in this column, wa.s
always viewed by us and our

New Bags

,_
18

the earliest days and is today
the
site of some cabins of people who 0
w
Jive in th ecounty seat. Nearly
Ig
every connnunity that I have
known

a

with a practical side. What
4 could be nicer as a gift?
0

O.

a 'The lenunes" always appreciate

A bluff, a hilltop from which a
great view is possli,:de, a "Inver's
leap," a hounted- spot associated V
with early history or tradition - V
all of these I have known and visited. Our Devil's Pulpit, near Fidelity, was a rock-crowned hill with
a wide prospect; hence the visitors w
always were taken there. Pine
-Bluff, -on the Tennessee River, now
overlooking the Kenttitky Lake, attracted many a picnic party from

ree':ted lovers was once more prevthan
now. Our
haunted
house, which I have told about

So cozy, warm, and yet pretty
too, for the sentimental lady

V

V

alent
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a

0

Other Blankets $4.98 to $7.98

a
a

a
a
a

Places that became known to the
sight-seer are also important
in this *
study of folk gathering places
... V

impossible story attached.
might seem that helf-destruction

V

a
a
a

4

$12.98

0

Is far as Fiaelity neighborhood was
concerned wwas an institution.

an

All Virgin Wool Single Blanket
1P
size 72x90. An excellent gift. 4.
Colors include white, maize, -Age...4*w
blue, rose, rose dust, green,
Al* &-4414*4
peach, cherrywood or cedar.

$10.98 to $14.98

There we took our horses V
to water as it was much easier LV
and more sanitary than an mere
!horse pond would

a

Beautiful
Chenille Robes
4160.

shrunk.

Some of these springs early became summer hotels of camping
places. Nearly every county had
one or two such, most of which
have now .ceased to be. But the
old spring, probably.. choked up
wwith weeds or bushes now, 4111
putS Mit its water supply, quite. gi.sto:potable in appearance and &v.
tog to him of its former greatness. I
lbave visited many such places, both
wnile they were popular and after
trey had begun to decline. I have
sometimes camped at or near some
a: the former great places that had
completely disappeared but have
st:11 kept a memory in the community.

Loom Crest
Deluxe Blanket

V
V

A

,

thade it necessary to move the
building to the village. In adcazion, it was the source of water

supply in dry seasons after the cistern had given out and even the
bored cu. dug wells might have

A
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A lot of people object to being
We all need friends—and to be
called hypocrite& You can't blame your brother's keeper is very exthem for being a bit sensitive ' cellent if you do not cease being
about it. .
cis friend.

LATHAM

Spoils Sloop Tonight
Surprisingly fast,Va-tro-nol works right
si here trouble is to open up your clogged
nose—relieve stuffy transient congestion. You'll like the way it brings relief.
(NOTE: Vaaro-nol is also grand for
relieving sniffly, sneez y distress of head
colds.) Follow directions in folder.

a

A Few Dr°Ps • r
&ism
main Breathing SI"P
-Invites Restful Ak
qi

VIC

VA-TM-1101
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"Oh, yes!/ want
to thank you for
the O. I served
GRAND PRIZE
coffee this MO/1114
and Tom liked it
so well he said
I was getting to
be a better cook."
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CINNAMON BUNS

mm3

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
WILD BILL ELLIKYTT
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•Hoe luscious Cinna-non Buns at
a moment's notice! Fleischmann's
Fast Rising Dry Yeast is always
ready for quick action . . . keeps
fresh for weeks on your pantry shelf.
SF YOU BAKE AT HOME— jUSt dissolve
according to directions on the package, then use as fresh yeast. At your
grocer's.

a

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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- Stays fresh_on your pantry shelf
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"California
Gold Rush"
Comedy .and Serial

SUNDAY-MONDAY

R
k
It

Star of the East, show ukthe way
In wisdom undefiled
To seek that manger out and lay
Our gifts before the Child—
To bring our hearts and offer them
Unto our King in Bethlehem!
Eugene Field
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CARL ES3IOND
LEONORE AUBERT
—in—

"THE CATMAN
OF PARIS"
Musical and Shorts
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TUES.-WED.-THURS.
Double Feature
MAGNIFICENT!
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Linda Darnell
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Trying to think of trouble is to
have no trouble.
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WAITING FOR SANTA ... They knovi- that Santa will soon be around
and are taking a last look before going to bed to see that everything
is in order tor him.

R
Plus
mAUREEN O'HARA
DICK HAYMES
—in—

A
it

Bonchevalier and Tree of Humanity

R

✓
if "Do You Love Me"
V

it
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Housework
pause
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Little Sandra Hale spent the
week end with Martha Kay Copelen.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Guyn visited Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Ella -.Bell Guyn, Miss Ina
Bellew and Mrs. Vera Byrd visited
Mts. Ella Veatch Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd and Mr.
and Mrs. Turney Byrd motored to
Mayfield Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Kyle Moore
and Judy spent awhile. Monday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell
Guyn.
Mrs. Allie Newton is visiting relatives near Phillipy, Term.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Moore and Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Allen visited a
vvhile Wednesday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Pressie Moore and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Moore and Miss
Rachel Hardison visited Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Veatch Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Brown and
baby visited Mr. and Mrs. Bernie
Stallins and family a few days this
week.
Mrs. Nora Copelen spent Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Willie
Ruth McClanahan.
Several from this community attended the Farm Bureau supper
held at Crutchfield school house on.
Wednesday night of last week.
Mrs. Lois Kearby and Mrs. Utha
Elliott were in Union City one day
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen,
Mrs. Nora Copelen and Martha
Kay visited Mr. and Mrs. William
Conner for a while Thursday evening of ,...1,sst week.
Mrs. Herman Elliott still remains
in the Fulton hospital, for she is
not getting along so well.
him-Ella Bell Guyn spent Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Elizabeth Conner.
Mrs. Iltiby Hardison and children
visited' es.aturday afternoon with
Mrs. LaVerne Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Copelen
and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Prince
of Pryersburg were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore
Copelen and family.
Mr. anct Mrs. R. A. Brown attended a birthday dinner Sunday
in honor'of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Stallins of Crutchfield.

Star of the East, the night were drear,
But for the tender grace
That with thy glory comes to cheer
Earth's loneliest, darkest place;
For by that charity we see
Where there is hope for all—and me.

SCRISSERMIT:STEA:STCATASATIKIK.141.gfREITLill
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ROCK SPRINGS

,------"h,„,„\\ STAR OF THE EAST
Star of the East, that long ago
Brought wise men on their way
Where, angels singing to and fro,
The Child of Bethlehem lay—
Above the Syrian hi!I afar
Thou shinest out tonight, 0 Star!

Usually the loud mouth person
uses his only means of attracting
attention.
They- buried the pedestrian the
other day who held that the motorists are the ones that ahould dodge.
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NU3IBER FORTY-SIX

\\V/

Mrs. Lorene Parker and Gary
have been indisposed for the last
few days with colds.
Mr. Ben Ivie was brought home
from 4he "Fultc.in hospital last week.
He s taathe better but still quite
weak.
Mr. Chess Morrison has sufferered much for the past week with
a broken shoulder. He was treated
at Haws Memorial hospdal ,last
week.
The children of Bible Union are
preparing a Christmas program to
be presented on Friday afternoon
about two o'alock and a Christmas
tree afterwards.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Foster are
the proud parents of a new girl
born Wednesday of last week. She
will be called Reba Fay.
Mrs. Ethel Foster underwent an
appendectomy at the Martin hospital last week. Last reports are that
she is recovery nicely.
heJwww

If Your NoseFills

a
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ADVERTISING
GOES
11013IE IN ,
\ THE NEWS P.

The tale of Bonchevalier and the
tree of Larnanity, told with minor
variations throughout France and
Germany, is one of the most charming of all the Christmas tree legends.
Bonchevalier was tra veling
through a dense forest once upon a
Christmas Eve. In the distance one
tall eves crept stood apart from all
the others; it seemed aglow with
lights and, from afar, a star appeared to rest among its topmost
branches.
As he drew nearer, Bonchevalier saw that tlie tree was covered
with candles — some standing upright and others inverted. The star
at the top seemedlo be the vision
of a algid whose beautiful head
was surrounded by a pale amber
halo.
Word spread through tile village
that Bonchevalier had seen a vision,

dreamed a dream, or perhaps ex
perienced a phenomenon. The knigh
himself admitted that the wholi
thing seemed incredible; if it wal
a vision, he could not interpret it
but he was absolutely certain hi
had seen it and his story was al
ways the same.
Learned citizens of the corn
munity questioned him and shool
their heads—so did everyone else
except his mother.
The tree of humanity had bee,
revealed to her son, she said proud
ly, and all the world would bi
blessed by his vision.
Indeed,
Ronchevalier's
visioi
symbolized the tree of humanity
the candles represented persons
the good onee standing upright; till
bad ones inverted; and the child •
the top waif:the Infant Jesus whi
watches over all te world of hu
manity.
P
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FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Double Feature
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FRANCIS LEDERER
GAIL PATRICK
--In—

"The MADONNA'S
SECRET'
V
V

Plus
ALAN LADD

V

—In—

"LUCICY JORDAN"
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WED.-THURS.
EDDIE ALBERT
a

ROTTLF0 UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
ISY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Inc.

A successful office holder is one
who can balance his mistakes with
acceptable excuses.
The successful husband remembers that he isn't contrary; his
wife is merely firm in her convictions.

V
If some people ',sere as near
perfect as they think others should
be—wouldn't this be a swell old
world?
If it's the little things in life
that aount—we had better start
saving our pennies.

FAY MARLOW
—in—

•

"Rendezvous
With Annie"
Comedies and Fox News
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the foref ront in espousing the
STRIKING AT STRIKES
"MERRY-GO-ROUND"
stability of the American family, months the names of persons it
cause of labor. He was one of the
and the nation as a whole.
discovers may be disloyal and of
AS WAGES AND PRICES
first to recognize the Guild. The
Did you ever stop to think that SOAR IN MAD WHIRL
questionable political views that
Guild now is endeavoring to capiPUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
the industrial warfare in our own
PRESIDENT HUNTING FOR REDS drift towards Communism.
talize on this original support by
country has been one of the most
The open quastion fs why doesn't
President Truman has created a
Entered as second class matter June depicting publisher Stern as a foe
In
recent
decades, and above all
paralyzing series of attempts to
he
ask the Federal Bureau of Insix-man
in.
committee
make
to
an
28, 1933, at the post office at Ful- of labor. In other words, the Guild
in
recent years, an enormously exweaken the strength of the United
vestigation of Government Depart- vestigation. J. Edgar Iloover could
ton, Ky., under the act of March 3 is turning on its own benefactor in
aggerated
idea
has
grown
up
of
States?
1879.
an hour of desperation because of
what unions can do to improve the ments and to report to him in two tell film the names of all of them.
The loss of the striking labor
iefusal of unreasonable demands.
status
of labor, and particularly
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
Second, maintained
circulation unions durkng six months of this to raise wages. These exaggerated
Business Notices and
Political
and advertising, with an increase year amounted to more than one notions are held not only by union
Cards charged at the rates speciProtect Yourself this Winter by Keeping
in the latter, is more evidence of billion dollars in wages. Most of leaders and union members themfied by advertising department.
the strong public protest against their strikes were unnecessary and selves, but by men and women in
Subscription rates radius of 20 existing methods of labor coercion inexcusable. The strikes in steel, all walks ofl ife. The time has
miles of Fulton $1.50 a year. Elge- picket lines and excessive de- mining, electrical equipment, rail- come for realistic stocktaking,
. . plus
daily requirement of tron of Vitarequirement
"If you wrk Inside
where $2.00 a year.
mands on the part of unwise labor roads, steamships and automoblles
6 times the
There has grown up in this courtmost °Mit, winter
as d
taken
When
..
min
simng
main
menthe. you may suffer from
leaders. This support of The Rec- have amounted to billions of dol- try in recent years a vicious cirBoth aid nature in
indicated
yow
energy,
ple anemia . . usually
PeP. strength and complication on
weak,
ord through both buying of the lars. There is no way to estiniate cle of events--if prices go up as
organic
by a paleness and a tired,
no
have
-dragged out" feeling.
focal infection.
newspaper and advertising in the to what extent the strikes were fast as wages, there is still no
simVitawine has helped thousand&
To protect yourself against
yearwald
lack
lace of a Guild boycott indicates responsible for the whirlwind rise point gamed by labor unions for
Why not start protecting
ple anemia, which • Wes orcause,
oould
Ask your doctor or druggist.
blOod
now?
of enough red
public opposition to union attempts of prices—say 50 per cent.
ample
the workers. On the other hand,
an
your body should have
There is no way of successfully workers
supply of iron.
to destroy the foundation on which
must pay their dues and
disputing
Palatable Vitawine which proa
statement
from
TrY
the
stands.
Nation
our
fees, and many labor activities bevides 11 gimes the minimum adult
111/11`1111L
INTERNATIONAL
Liberty began in Philadelphia. U. S. Chamber of Commerce which come mere rackets at the expense
Al ALL LORING
Publisher Stern, in refusing Guild declared: "The hope of sound, en- of the workers.
MONKEYSHINES
demands that might in time de- during prosperity is a mirage unHigher pay often acts to raise
The United States is trying its stroy the Record, and thus drive a less we have an end to strikes prices so there is a corresponding
level best to outlaw wars, and un- nail in destruction of our freedom which rip production to pieces and reduction in purchasing power of
doubtedly England is following the of the press and our freedom of throttle strikes." -Think that over. all wages. Wages and prices have
created a viCiOUS "merry-go-round''
same course of procedure. But how the right to employ and the right
A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT
Subscribe to THE NEWS:
that reacts against the economic
can we ever arrange our agree- to work, is helping to preserve
ments with Russia and her Red that liberty.
partnes? No Amercians, even pacifists, are willing to let Russia in
JIM FARLEY TALKS SENSE
on the secrets of the atomic bomb.
The United Nations organization
One of the interesting historical
has been growing weaker instead of characters of the 1930's was James
stronger and Washington is full of J. Farley, Postmaster General and
political seers and prophets who chairman of the Democratic Naare losing hope that international tional Committee. Farley has just
relations will be impr-oved or that returned from a trip around the
•••and how many_ more?
future World Wars will be out- World, ancl according to this oldlawed.
t ime statesmari and philosopher
4
A committee of the Senate has there is no immediate prospect for
been discussing and inquiring into resumption of international trade'
the military government of Germ- until the terms of World Peace are
any—and they have broken up in settled. He found political unrest,
a row. Senator Ball of Minnesota black markets and inflations everyhas issued notice to the Senate that wheat._ But everywhere there was
he will brir.g the issue to a head a "strong desire for peace."
when the new Congress convenes
iiiiiiL
Ile said: "The sooner Russia
in January.
ii, .40 In )11
joins in --operating with the rest
,
the sooner world wide
i
"
1
THE PRESS CARRIES ON
4
r,
e,
7
now existing will be
A
;.1
J. PAUL BUSHART
Editor and Publisher

,RED BLOOD BUILT UP

itawin

Can you sporyour-stato

_

I

dispelled."
Amid the disturbing economic
strife that has been sweeping the
If we find it easy to miscontrue
country to an extent that seriously the actions of someone—it's USU•
threatens our form of government, ally because we dislike them.
it is easy to overlook some of the
most significant phases of labor- r
IF srbli wArsil -Co BECOME
management deadlocks. A case in
A wRiltS? NowADAY5-point is the strike of the Guild
ALL 401.1 ktAVE 'co DO
employes of the Philadelphia Rec15 SOmE U1.113ELIEVEord.
ABLE -CHING.
Despite being stripped of editorial, advertising, clerical and other
Guild-employes, The Record has
been published daily,,with circulation maintained and advertising increasing. The significance of this
strike in the city where the American way of life had its very beginning lies in two particular
points:
First, the Record's publisher, J.
David Stern, always has been to

Accurate
W0RKM A A'S11IP
At Low Cost
Watches Cloeka and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Aecurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY

All you have to do to have clean
rugs and upholstery is call on the I
QUALITY CLEANERS. We have .
all the equipment and supplies
necessary to do a good job. Be a
good house keeper—depend on us
for cleaning service.
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This page is framed by all 48 sta'tes.
They are accurate in outline but not in
relative size.
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Without peeking into Junior's geography
bOok, find your own state first. Then see
how many more you can identify. (Answers buried below.) Ten right means
you're bright. Twenty makes you an honor
student. Thirty (qualifies you as Secretary
of State!

It
15

to

EN_cry one admits our state necdi better
schools, better roads, more employmer t,
more markets for its produce. Jo provide .
these, we need more tax revenue.

;..4. .
i,„_ .-

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17

BEGINNING AT MOO A. M7RAIN oR SHINE

21
/
4 Miles East of Water Valley,-Kentucky
AT WHAT IS KNOWN AS THE

EMERSON BURROW FARM on the Old Bethel
Road
The following described property will be
sold at Public Auction:

1 Pair Gray Mares, extra good, 6 and 7 years
old
1 Bay Mare, 6 years old
1 Sorrel Mare, 9 years old
1 Black Mule, 10 years old
3 Good Milk Cows
6 Heifers
1 Bull Calf
7 Shoats, 50 lbs. each
2 Good Brood Sows, bred
2 Good Walking Cultivators
1 Disc Cultivator, good as new
1 Disc Harrow, good as new
1 Section Harrow, good as new
1 Blackhawk Corn or Cotton Planter, with
bean att.
1 Com Planter with bean and fertilizer
attach.
1 John Deere Mowing Machine with trucks
1 12-Foot Hay Rake
1 Iron-Wheel Wagon
1 John Deere Wagon. In good condition
1 Blacksmith Outfit
Some used lumber
Entire Household and
numerous to mention

Kitchen Furniture,

and

other

H. M. DODSON, Owner
CHAS. W. BURROW, Auctioneer

things too
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• Lissen to the"NEW ELECTRIC HOUR"— 77te HOUR
OF CHAR 2t1. Every Sunday afternoon,3 30 Central
Standard Time, CBS Network.
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this being done? Yes, sir, it's being
done. K. U., in the last two years, has
worked with local ciNic organizations in
the area it serves to obtain 37 new indas.
tries employing 6061 people.
Furthermore, K.U., with $14,000,000
earmarked for its expansion program for
the next five years, is getting ready for
even more new business for Kentucky in
the future.

2o

21

Is

PUBLIC SALE

16

'IR,

So what? Well,for one thing, vour state,
Kentucky, is in competition with all the
rest in getting its share of new tax-paying
industries.

How? By increasing your present taxes?
That's one method, but a better way is to
bring new tax-paying industries to Kentucky, and to expand those already here.
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W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Rome

DEEDS

12110 Univendty
Phone ite
MARTEN, TENN
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means

CAGLE 8z BOWLIN

40.
mW
Mit•
8
&

Furnaces Vacuum
Cleaned
Plumbing and Heating
Stoker Service
206 Church St.
Phone 399

guests Sunday, joanne and avenia
outcast.
Not by birth does one become a
noble.
Through deeds it is that one becomes an outcast.
Through deeds it is ttiat one becomes a noble.—Sutta.
Every man feels instinctively th,at
all the beautiful sentiments in the
World weigh less than a single lovely action.—James RUssell Lowell.
Goodness and philanthropy begin
with work and never stop working.
All that is worth reckonmg is
what we do, and the best of every
thing is not too good, but is economy an driches.—Mary Baker Eddy.
I must do something to keep my

,flimmminwommimmimmmmmmmummummum,mmoommamit
a

T E CHRISTMAS STOREI
JUST LOOK AT THESE SUGGESTIONS
EVENING IN PARIS SETS

COMB-BRUSH SETS

MAR-FACTOR MAKE UP
SETS

CORY COFFE MAKERS

SCMCK ELEC. RAZORS

TOILET SETS

SAFETY RAZORS

CUTEX SETS

PEN DESK SETS

THERMOS BOTTLES

FOUNTAIN PENS

MILITARY SETS

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

COMPACTS

PIPES

MANICURE SETS

TOBACCOS

CIGARETTE HOLDERS

SHAVING SETS

BATH SPRAYS

BILL FOLDS

WRISTLET'S SOAP

STATIONERY

LUNCH KIT

FACE POWDERS
TRAVELING SE'TS

a

a

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS

A Volunteer Santa
Speaks His Heart

Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
Sand and Gravel. See us for

your building

needs.

Adams & Lowe 1

Hear America's favorite tenor

Volunteers of America worker
plays hostess to some of the organization's Santas.

a

CHRISTMAS CARDS
MONOGRAM SHAVING SET

DRUG COMPANY
"Hundreds of Gifts in Good Taste"
Phone 460

anstuens

1. Dr. Clement C. Moore.
2. Dicken's "A Christmas Carol."
3. In Indian ocean, southwest of
Java.
4. Irving Berlin.
5. Sweden.
6. Wassail bowl.
7. A cold Easter.
8. The Aztec Indian god, half bird,
half snake, who took the place
•Silo Simpkins Says
of Santa Claus in Mexico in 1930.
9. Christmas cactus.
The tremendous annUal fire lossl 10. "Silent Night."
is something to get steamed up a- 11. Mass of Christ.
12. The remains v:ere stolen hi 1087
bout.
by merchants and re-interred at
Thin indeed is the land that
Bari.
will not hold up under a good conservation program.
Giant oaks from little a.corns
grow—but if they are killed by forest fires.
"I know what it is to be a disRat extermination week in Nov- appointed kid on Christmas morning—
ember should bring about another
"I always wanted a boat, but my
form of feed shortage—cat feed.
folks were poor and I never got
If the fire toll continues to one — that's why I became
Santa
mount, the poem may be ...hanged Claus, I guess.
to read, "Woodman, shale that
tree."
Five hundred
million
dollars
worth of food ands property goes
"down the rat hole" every year. So
in November, Four-H Clubs members are urged to "go with their
rat killing."

Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.

NEW OWL
Lake Street

thoughts
fresh
and
giewing.
—James A Garfield.
It is the little things well done
that go to make up a successful
an dtruly good life.—Tlieodore
Roosevelt.
Let us decide honestly what vie
can do, and then do it with all our
might.—Amelia D. Barr.

We Deliver

Photographs....
w

"Working for the Volunteers of N
America, I've played Santa to thou- il
sands of youngsters during the last
16 years. I read a lot of minds, too, V
during the depression when people it
plodded past my cardboard chim- V
ney; folks are happy now and the *
carols, that gave them a far-away V
look while war almost blacked out 0
the Christmas Spirit, make them V
smile and drop coinsoin the chim- 0
if
ney.
"It's fun to have a part in the 0
happy Christmases of so mahy ii
youngsters. Most of those that I see V
come downtown with their mothers, V
and I try to get a nod of approval if
before I make any definite prgm- V
ises
kinda make sure the Wids it
V
won't be disappointed.
"Just the same, I can't help
thinking about the kids I never see
who want dolls 'od dishes, drums
and skds, picture books, skates,
trains . . . and boats; what a lot V
of helpers Santa needs to see that
all these things get to the right
places at the right time!
"Wish we could be sure there will 0
be no broken hearts this Christ- *
*
mas."

a

JAMES MELTON
Every Sunday on the

HARVEST OF STARS
with Howard Barlow
and 60-piece Orchestra
Lyn Murray Chorus

Distingeished Dramatic Casts
Special Musical Guests

NIC NETWOU • 1:30-2:9IP.N. CST
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

ill
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Make Excellent Gifts

2
I

a

it
MAKE your appointments immediately
to be given during the

for

approaching holidays.

It
ik

Photographs

&

Appointments

k
k
a
It

`houId be made for sittings without delay in order to avoid
disappointment due to the holiday rush.

a
R

it
a

See or Phone Us Today!

k

aitA

1i Gardner's Studio
ia

;
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"Photographs Live Forever"

1
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ONLY

CHEVROL
LOWEST
PRICES

GIVES BIG-CAR QUALITY AT

In fact, Chevrolet has the lowest-priced line
of passenger cars in its field!
Moreover, the new Chevrolet is the only tor in its field that gives
Big-Car beauty, Big-Car comfort, Big-Car performance, BIG-CAR
QUALITY AT LOWEST COST in all items of purchase price, operation and upkeep. Take it from any and every standpoint, Big-Car

FULTON, KY.
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Real St. Nicholas
t
Of 4th Century aa

gt. Nicholas is popularly associ- R
ated with Christmas and gift-giviag. P.
presumably because once during N
his mortal existence he reportedly
endowed three dowerless maidens
with three purses of gold.
Historically—as the Archbishop of
Myra, Nicholas %vas a member of
the council of Nicam In 325
A. D., Constantine the Great called
together the theologians of the R
Christian world in the first complete it
general council of the er,tire Christian church.
,
The council, assembled near Con-!
stantinople, and presided over by the
still unbaptized Constantine, pro- IPC
zlaimed the first exact definition of El
Christian teaching—as embodied in E
the Nicene Creed—and marks the ,R
beginning of Christianity as it is un•:-1,•,,-;

Christmas --- and it7.s .aa
Gift Time at Kirkland's

aa

a

(ALL US
—for—

DRY CLEANING
LAUNDRY SERVICE
Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

quality—low purchase price—low operating and upiceep costs—all
tell you to choose Chevrolet

PAR
ISI
AN
Mo
tor Company LAUNDRY-CLEANER
City
S
Fulton, Ky.

CONIMERCIAL AVE.

Phone 11

Nothing could make a lovelier Gift at Christmas than a gift of Jewelry from Kirkland's.
We have a fine selection of Diamonds, Watches
and other nice gifts that will make your search
easier. We invite you to visit our store and
make your selections now.
USE OUR CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY PLAN

R. M. Kirkland
Jeweler
Main Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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Greatest Stamps
Of Entire World

Mrs. Frank Parrish is reepvering
nicely. Billie Parrish is
with a
severe cold. Walter Permenter is
sick with a cold. Mrs. Permenter
is some better. W. H. Finch is doing fine. Mrs. Roy Watts is not so
well. Dan Taylor's arm is improving slowly.

Officials estirm...le at least 100,000
lives are saved each year—in AmerIca alone—by funds made available
To test your Cl.ristsnas spirit and
by the annual Christmas Seal camknowledge, the following questions
Ipaign against tuberculosir.
' In 1903, a D.. iish postal clerk— are given. You snould answer hall
:Einar Holboell, by name—conceived of them in order to pass.
Vie idea of a voluntary tax on '1. Who wrote "The Night Before
-Christmas greeting cards which ' Christmas"?
Mrs. Marian Milam was carred
2. What story contains the followwould "benefit the underprivileged.
ing: a miserly old man?-- home from the hospital Saturday.
Specifically, Holboell visualized es3. Where is Christmas island?- Mr. J. J. Clement spent Sunday
tablishment of a fund to build a hos.
4. Who v..rote "White Christmas"? Afternoon with W. H. Finch. Mr.
Vital for tubercular children. The
ministry granted Holboell permisand Mrs. Boone Watkins spent
5. In what coun.ry v..as mistletoe
sion to sell his se.-,:s at post offices
first worn a.uund the neck to Sunday with the W. H. Finches.
and the Christmas Seal campaign
Beecher Finch and family eame in
prevent sickn.,ss?
was launched. In many countries,
6. What does the Saxon word .he afternoon.
the seal campaign is conducted
"hael" or "be in health" mean
largely in co-operation with postal
Mr. Ben Webb- visited his wife
in connection with a Christmas
authorities and, in some instances,
mid daughter at Chaffee, Mo., over
custom?-the seals are parts of special postweek end. Mrs. Webb is no bet7. An old Christmas superstition the
age stamps.
_ .
starts "A warm Christmas.
means . ." Hew does it end?
HOW TO CET VICK
8. Who is Quetzalcoatl?—---RELIEF FROI41 PAINFUL
9. What plant, a thorny one, tradi
6 COLD MISERIES
tionally blooms only at Christmas time?
CET 666 NOW/
10. Until her drath what song did
Mme. Schumann-Heink always
111C0111 PREPARATIONS
a.no«.
sing on Christmas Eve?--

.*ITRY IT-SAN - QUICK
11Si ONLY

11. What is the literal meaning of
"Christmas"?
12. Where are the remains n; Good
St. Nicholas of Myra buried?

Future Foretold
By Drowsy Hens

The American Red Cross became
interested in the project in 1907 and
co-operated with the National Tuberculosis association. To strengthen
the nation-wide campaign, the Red
Cross and the Tuberculosis association jointly conducted the sale of
the seals and, until 1919, the emblem of the Red Cross appeared on.
the seal.
In 1919, the double-barred cross,
international emblem and trademark of the warfare against tuberculosis, was embodied in the design
of the seal. In 1920, the . Red Cross
wished to devote its energies to
the annual Roll Call and arrangements v.,ere made whereby the sale
of the tuberculosis Christmas Seal
is conducted exclusively by the Tuberculosis association.

Divinations were an important
part of the Christmas festivities ln
Czarist Russia.
After a special family Christmas
dinner, the girls of the' household
placed five piles of grain upon the
kitchen floor: each pile was given a
name, such as Hope, Ring, Money,
Thread and Charcoal. A drowsy hen
was fetched from the henhouse and
allowed to walk around the kitchen
floor and choose a pile of grain.
Obviously the hen's choice of
Money meant wealth; Ring. foretold
a wedding within a year; and Hope,
promised the fulfillment of a wish
or a long journey. If the sleertS
chicken chose the grain designated
as Threa.:. a life qf toil v..as predicted for the marriageable maider
of the hotr-ehold; and Charcoal was
considered an omen of death in the
family.
Old songs were sung to accompany such goings-on, while the girls
and women vied to devise complete
stories based on the antics of the
hen.
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The only love we keep
the
Children of Provence, France, love we give away.
ieverently recite the following prayer before the Christmas cribs in that
vicinity:
Little Jesus of the Crib-Give us the virtues of those v,,ho
surround you.
Make us as philosophical as ths 205 Commercial Ave. Phone 401
fisherman,
Carefree as the drummer,
Appliances, Wirnig, Sporting
Merry for exploring the world as
the troubadour,
Goods, Radio Repairing
Eager for work as the bugler,
Patient as the spinner,
Kind as the ass,
Howard Strange, Electrician
Strong as the ox which keeps you
WaTM.
Thomas Coates. Radio Technician
Give us the sacred leisure of the
hunter.
Give us also the desire of the
Shepherd for earthly things,
The pride of the trade of the
knife grinder and the weaver,
The song of the miller.
Give us the knowledge of the
Ma gi,
The cheerfulness of the pigeon,
The impulsiveness of the cock,
The discretion of:the snail,
The meekness of the lamb.
Give us the goodness of bread,
The tenderness of the wild boar.
The salt of the haddock,
The good humor of old wine,
The ardor of the candle,
The purity of a star.
Propriety of a few of the metaphors may be disputed, . nevertheless. nostalgia prompts speculation regarding a world of humanity endowed with the virtues so earnestly and innocently enumerated
by the little ones.

CITY ELECTRIC CO

Mansfield Martin
A. W. McClellan
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Mrs. Ruth Finch spent a few
hours with LvIrs. Clara Oliver Friday. then she and Mrs. Oliver visited Mrs Nettie Permenter.
Quite a few are attending, the
singing school at Belle City 'being
taught by BM. Holland who recently taught a class at Oak Grove.
Tobacco sales at Mayfield have
carried many of our citizens to
A..yfield this week. Everything is
scarce and high.

Beware Cou
from common /its
That Han,g On
CroomuLsion relieves promptly because It goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel germ
laden phlegm, and aid nature to soothe
and heal raw,tender inflamed bronchial
MUCOUS membranes. Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion with
the tmderstandlng you must like the
way it quickly allays the cough or you
are tO have your money back.

Guy Finch gathered his hybrid
seed corn last week. It was trucked
to Mr. Caldwell's seed corn houso
near Dixie where it will be prepared for sale. Mr. Caldwell has bren
handling seed corn for several
years.
Gravel has been spread on th;•
road running fi.om the Parrish
farm by the Otivur and Permente.
farms to the Curt Muzzall farm.

SEE YOLR

CHIROPRACTIC
PHYSICIAN
PHONE 450

DR. B. L. DAVIS
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

3 EASY WAYS TO LENGTHEN
THE LIFE OF YOUR CAR
I
GO GREYHOUND

CREOMULSION

For Coughs, Chest C.olds, Bronchitis
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STORE BUILDING
AND FARM

HEALTH'S SAKE—

Subscribe to THE NEI% S!

411, DAKIM

SALE OF -

FOR

2

GO GREYHOUND
/4444007/46,1T.,

Notice Is Hereby Given That I Will On

;1

DECEMBER 16th, 1946,
3
GO GREYHOUND

at 2:00 P. M.
AT THE COURT HOUSE in

ilet/

FULTON, KENTUCKY
I will sell to the highest bidder for cash the 3story brick building located on Lake-st in Fulton, Ky., belonging to the estate of B. B. Jonakin, now occupied by the Ben Franklin Store.
and on December 17, 1946 at 2:00 p. m., I will
sell-for cash to the highest bidder the B. B. Jonakin home place, consisting of 117 acres about
eight miles northeast of Union City, Obion
County, Tenn., at the east door of the court
house, Union City, Tenn.

J. WALKER KERR,
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...AND SAVE MONEY DOING IT
Your car will last longer and your dollars will go
farther, if you travel the comfortable, carefree
Greyhound way. You'll ride relaxed, free from every
driving strain. And you'll save money too, because

REPAIRING
ElFFICIENT
PROMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Greyhound fares are still at their low pre-war levels.
So go Greyhound—for pleasure and profit.

UNION BUS STATION
Fourth and Carr Sts.

EXECUTOR
Estate of B. B. Jonakin, Deceased

Phone 44
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Shop at the Gift Center

WATCH

t
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ShopeinL;, For Christmas
Gifts is.really making' head.
way ai---thi4-family store, as
hundreds of people look
through the various departments to select gifts for
every member of the family
Our sales force is ready
and willing to give you as
prompt and courteous service as possible.
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Shop Early and Avoid The Last Minute Rush!

YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
OtHuiNt •ItG,STIRED

k
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Gifts For Every Member of The Family At

DIAMONDS

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
MAIN ST.

FULTON, KY.
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448 Lake
Street

4070-70
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Fulton,
Kentucky
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